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SUB-RIEMANNIAN GEOMETRY: ONE-PARAMETER

DEFORMATION OF THE MARTINET FLAT CASE

B. BONNARD, M. CHYBA, E. TRELAT

ABSTRACT. Consider a sub-Riemannian geometry (U,D,g), where U
is a neighborhood of 0 in M3, D is a Martinet type distribution iden-

y2tified to ker w,w being the one-form dz-9/3dx, and g is a metric

on D which can be written as a(q)dx2 + 2b(q)dxdy + c(q)dy2, where
q = (x,y, z). In a previous article [1] we proved that g can be written
in a normal form where b = 0, a = 1 -I- yF(q), c = 1 + G(q), where
G\ = 0. Moreover we analyzed the flat case a = c = 1. In

x=y=0

this article we study the following one-parameter deformation of the
flat case: a = l , c = ( l + εy)2 where ε€ R. We parametrize the set
of geodesies using elliptic functions. This allows us to compute the
trace of the sphere and the wave front of small radius on the plane
y = 0. We show that the sphere of small radius is not sub-analytic.
This analysis clarifies the role of one of the functional invariants in
the normal form.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this article, we consider the sub-Riemannian geometry (U, D, g), where
U is an open set of R3 containing 0, D is the distribution kero w, w being the

j.2
Martinet one-form dz — —9/2 dx, where q = (x,y, z) are coordinates in R3 and

g is the metric on D of the form dx2+cdyz, where c = (1+εy)2, e 6 E. The

flat case ε = 0 has been studied in [1], and we proved that the sphere and

the distance function are not sub-analytic. The aim of this article is to prove

that this property is stable. For this we consider a specific perturbation,

but the techniques we use can be applied to many situations. Moreover

the results we obtain prove indeed that the generic Martinet sphere is more
complicated than the flat one.
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To introduce precisely the problem, we need some definitions. An ad-
missible curve is an absolutely continuous curve 7 : [0, T] \—> U c R3 such
that 7(t) 6 D(r ( t ) ) \ { t i } for almost every t. Let ( • , • ) be the scalar prod-
uct denned by g. The length and the energy of an admissible curve 7 are
respectively

Let qo, q1 € U; a minimizing curve joining qo to q1 is an admissible
curve 7 : [0, T] |—> U joining qo to q<?i, of minimal length. To compute the
minimizers, it is convenient to use the maximum principle [12]. According
to this principle minimizers can be selected among a restricted set of curves
as follows.

Let FI , F2 be two real analytic vector fields on U such that D = Span{Fj,
2}, and introduce the control system

where is the control associated to Let be a

constant equal to and consider the Hamilton function

where denotes the adjoint vector is

the standard inner product in R3, and F(q)u stands for A bi-

extremal is an absolutely continuous curve (r, p) defined on [0, T] such that
11-> ("f(t),p(t),u(t)) is a solution for almost all t of the following equations:

Its projection 7 on U is called a geodesic. Prom the maximum principle, a
minimizer is a geodesic.

When we study bi-extremal curves, we must distinguish between two
cases. If 77 — 0, the bi-extremal is called abnormal and if 77 ̂  0 it is
called normal and the associated geodesies are respectively called normal
and abnormal. A geodesic is called strictly abnormal if it is the projection
of an abnormal bi-extremal, but not a normal one.
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In the normal case Eq. (1.2) can be solved as follows. Since it is linear
with respect to u,- the control associated to (7, p) can be computed as an

analytic mapping : (r,p)|--> R2. Then we plug in Hη, η =½, and we

set H n ( r , p ) — H½-(r,p, ). Using Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2), we observe that a
normal bi-extremal (r,p) is a solution of the following analytic differential
Hamiltonian equation:

This computation is straightforward if F1, F2 are taken orthonormal.
Setting Pi = (p, Fi(q)) for i = 1,2, the Hamilton function takes the form

Similarly, the computation of abnormal bi-extremals is straightforward.
When r; = 0, constraint (1.2) takes the form

and if we differentiate twice this equation with respect to time we get that
abnormal geodesies are contained in the set

which is the plane y = 0 corresponding to the points where w is not a
contact form. Moreover they are the lines z = z0- The set y = 0, which has
an important geometric meaning, is called the Martinet plane.

Assume now that the geodesies are parametrized by arc length (7,7) = 1.
We fix the initial point go to 0 and let 7(t,po), p(t,Po) be the solution of
Eq. (1.3) starting at t = 0 from (qo = Q,PQ). It is contained in the level set

Hn = ~ • The exponential mapping is the map
2*

The point q\ is said to be conjugate to q0 = 0 along 7 if there exists (p0, ti),
t\ > 0, such that 7(-) = exp0(po,0, <?i = exp0(po,*i), and the exponential
mapping is not an immersion at (po, ti). The conjugate locus C(0) is the set
of first conjugate points along the curves 7 when we consider all the normal
geodesies starting from 0. Let 7 be a geodesic corresponding to a normal
or an abnormal bi-extremal and starting from 0. The first point along 7
where 7 ceases to be minimizing is called the cut point and the set of such
points when 7 varies forms the.cut focus L(0). The sub-Riemannian sphere
with radius r > 0 is the set 5(0, r) of points which are at sub-Riemannian
distance r from 0. The wave front of length r is the set W(0, r) of end-points
of geodesies with length r starting from 0.
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The objective of this article is to investigate the trace on the Martinet
plane y = 0 of the sphere 5(0, r) and of the wave front W ( 0 , r) with small
radius r > 0, when g is of the form dx2 + cdy2, c = (1 + εy)2, ε ε R. It is
a generalization of the analysis in [1] concerning the fiat case. It will give
us a clear explanation of the role of one of the functional invariants in the
normal form where g = adx2 + cdy2. A consequence of our study is that
the distance function is not sub-analytic. Also it will show precisely that
we cannot expect to regularize the sub-Riemannian sphere when we perturb
the Sat case.

2. COMPUTATIONS OF THE NORMAL GEODESICS

In this section we parametrize the set of normal geodesies starting from
0 and contained in a sub-domain of U : 2y\ < 1.

§ 2.1. Notations. Let and We have

and the control system is

If (.,.) designs the scalar product associated to , we get ( G 1 , G 1 ) = 1,
(G2, G2)= c, ( G 1 , G2)= 0. We introduce the following orthonormal vector

fields: F1= G1, F2 = — G 2 . Moreover let F3 = —. If p = (px, py, pz)
\J C OZ

is the adjoint vector, we set Pi = (p, F 1 ( q ) ) for i — 1,2,3 and let P be the
vector in R3 whose components are Pi. The Hamiltonian corresponding to
normal bi-extremals is

§ 2.2. Geodesies equations. In the symplectic coordinates (q,p) the nor-
mal bi-extremals are solutions of the following equations:
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where c' is the derivative of c with respect to y. They can be written in the
coordinates (q,P):

§ 2.3. Notations and symmetries. To parametrize the set of normal
geodesies starting from 0 at t — 0, we introduce the following parameters:
P1(0) = px = s i n , ̂ P2(0) = Py/(0) = cos&, P3 = pz — A. Observe that
Eqs. (2.1) are left invariant by the following tranformation: X = —x, Y — y,
Z = -z, PX = ~Pxi PY = Py, PZ = —Pz- Hence the set of normal geodesies
and the metric are left invariant by the symmetry S : (x, y, z) i—> (—a;, y, — z).
Therefore in our study, we can assume A > 0. Another important symmetry
is the following. We can add the trivial equation i = 0 to Eqs. (2.1) to form
a differential equation (2.1)'. This equation and the metric are left invariant
by the transformation (x, y, z, px, py, pz, ε) |―> (x, -y, z, px, -py, pz,―ε).
In the flat case ε = 0, this property implies that the sphere and the wave
front are left invariant by the symmetry S': (x, y, z) |―> (x, -y, z).

§ 2.4. Geodesies corresponding to A = 0. Let g be the Riemannian
metric dx2 + cdy2 induced by g in the plane (x,y). The geodesies of this
metric are the projections on the (x, y) plane of the normal geodesies cor-
responding to A = 0. The Gauss curvature of g is zero. The geodesies are
the following. If pz = 0, we have

and

Using we get

when
They are straight lines in the local coordinates:
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Nevertheless, this transformation is not induced by a local diffeomor-
phism preserving the distribution ker w (such diffeomorphisms are charac-
terized in [1]) and ε has an invariant meaning in our problem.

Those lines are minimizing curves for the Riemannian metric g and hence
are 7minimizers for g. The abnormal geodesies t —> (±t, 0,0) corresponding

to (p = ±— project onto geodesies t —> (±i,0) and are contained in y = 0.
2

T
A geodesic corresponding to A = 0, ±— does not intersect the plane

2

y = 0 for any positive time. Hence we get the following proposition.

§ 2.5. Proposition. The projections of the geodesies corresponding to X =

y20 in the plane (x, y) are straight lines in the coordinates X = x,Y — y+ε 9/2.
2

Such geodesies are minimizers. Among those geodesies only the abnormal
geodesies tε (±t, 0,0) intersect the trace of the sphere on the Martinet
plane y = 0.

§ 2.6. Geodesies corresponding to A > 0. If we use the following repa-
rametrization:

Eqs. (2.2) are equivalent to

and the characteristic equation Hn = — can be written
2

y1where P1 = px + pz— and px, pε are constants. This equation describes

the evolution of a particle of mass 1 and energy 1, in a potential field whose
potential is Pp.

If y ( 0 ) = y ( 0 ) = 0, the corresponding trajectories are the abnormal
geodesies t —> (±t, 0,0). If y(0) = 0, we set a = signy(O). Using the
symmetry (y, py, e) |—> (—y, —py, —ε), we can integrate (2.4) with the
assumption a = +1. The integration is similar to the Hat case.
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Let be defined by

and setting can be written

which has to be integrated with the initial condition η(0) = 0 and using the
branch η(0) > 0. The 77 variable oscillates periodically between — 1 and +1
and can be written using elliptic functions (see [7]) as

where the period is 4K, K being the complete elliptic integral of the first
kind,

Hence we get

where t and T are related by

Using the following formula, [7], p. 40,

we get

Now integrating Eqs. (2.3), we can compute x(r) and Z(T):

Using the computation of the flat case in [1], we have
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Moreover,

and

Using the formula [7], p. 87,

and we get

Using 2k2 = 1 — sin <, we obtain

where
We nave the following relations:

In particular, we have

and if rVX is a multiple of 4K", the contribution of E vanishes and X(T) is
given by the flat case.
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Similarly, we have

The first integral has been computed in the flat case:

where
To compute the contribution in e, we decompose

We have

which is computed using
Moreover,

To compute this quantity, we use the following formula [7], p. 87:

Hence after simplification we obtain the following relation:
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where
When we get

and if it is independent of E and given by the flat case.

§ 2.7. Proposition. The normal geodesies starting from 0, parametrized
by arc-length, corresponding to X > 0, y ( 0 ) > 0, and contained in U are
qiven by the following formulas:

where and

§ 2.8. Corollary. The first two intersections of the geodesies parametrized
in the previous proposition with the set y = 0 are given by:

If it corresponds to the flat case
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§ 2.9. Remark. To get the parametrization of the geodesies corresponding
to y(0) = Py(0) = cos- < 0, we proceed as follows. Prom Subsec. 2.3
Eq. (2.1) and the metric are left invariant by the transformation (x, y, z, px,
Py, Pz, e) •-* (z, — y, z, px, —py, pz, —e). Hence the geodesic corresponding to
p(0) = (pz,Pi/,Pz)(0), Py(0) < 0 is obtained by integrating equation (2.1) for
the parameter — e and with the initial condition (px, —py,pz)(ty- Therefore
in the formulas of Proposition 2.7 we must change e into — e to get x, z and
t, and y into — y.

3. TRACE OF THE SPHERE AND OF THE WAVE FRONT OF SMALL RADIUS
ON THE MARTINET PLANE

§ 3.1. Preliminaries. In this section we analyze the intersection of the
sphere and the wave front with the plane y = 0. Our study is localized
around 0 and we choose the radius r small enough such that:

(i) each geodesic of length r is contained in U and therefore parametrized
in Proposition 2.7;

(ii) we can connect the point 0 using a minimizing curve to each point
at sub-Riemannian distance r from 0.

Consider now a geodesic e : [0, T] H-*• U parametrized by arc length,
starting from 0 and associated to a parameter (ip, A) of the cylinder S1 x R,

where be the
successive times corresponding to the intersection of e with the Martinet
plane y — 0.

If we set

§ 3.2. Description of r+(0,r)(k —> 1). In the fiat case e - 0, we have
the following formulas (see Corollary 2.8) to parametrize F^O, r):

If the length is fixed to r, they are denoted by F (e , r). From the analysis
of Sec. 2, this set has the following properties:

Let

We are going to analyze these sets near the point (—r, 0).
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where E is the complete integral of the second kind E(K). We have

where and when and hence

Moreover using (3.1), we can write

To evaluate the right-hand side of (3.2) when k' —> 0, we must know the
asymptotic expansions of E and K. They can be obtained using the follow-
ing properties, see [2] and [7]. Both E and K are solutions of a hypergeo-
metric equation. When k' — 0, they admit the following representation:

where the u/s are analytic functions whose coefficients can be computed by
recurrence; see [2] for the complete expansion. The scale of the asymptotic

expansion is k'a (In f — J J , and the first terms are given by

Hence we get

We introduce the variable and use the relation

expand k' and in the scale In the fiat case this can be

easily done because is a homographic function in the variable In
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We prefer to use a general method which can be applied to the nonflat case.
Indeed we can write

therefore,

Hence,

and we get

and

Plugging the previous estimates in (3.4), we obtain

§ 3.3. Description of F^O,r)(fc —» 1). We proceed similarly. We have

Hence if we get

§ 3.4. Description of T^(e,r)(k —> 1). We generalize our computation to
the nonflat case. We have

and Hence we get
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We set

and let

Since / is an analytic function of k' and moreover

We have

hence we get with

Therefore,

Prom (3.9), X and Y are related by the following equation:

Solving these equations as in the flat case, we obtain after lengthy com-
putations the relation

where g is an analytic function of the parameter re and for e = 0, g is given
by the right-hand side of (3.7).

Moreover, g can be decomposed into

where vi(X,e),v^(X,s), and v3(X,e) are analytic functions. Precise com-
putations show the following:

From this analysis we deduce the following properties.
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§ 3.5. Proposition. Near the point the set can be repre-
sented as the graph of the function

where Moreover

§ 3.6. Proposition. If r is small enough, the set r*(e,r) is not semi-
analytic.

Proof. Indeed we have

where a = —4e7r3r (1 + Trer) and v\, v^ are analytic functions. For r small
enough, a is nonzero.

§ 3.7. Stability. We have proved a weak and a strong stability result.
Weak stability result. Near (—r, 0), Ff (e, r) is the graph of a function

z = h(X), where h is the sum of an analytic function h 1 ( X ) and a flat
r3X3

function. The first nonzero term in the power series of h1 (X) is —-— and

is given by the flat model.
f \®Strong stability result. We can expand the graph in the scale Xa ( e - l l x )

and the coefficients of this expansion are analytic functions of the parameter
£.

§ 3.8, Trace of the sphere and of the wave front of small radius
on y = 0. Let r > 0 be small enough. The wave front W(0, r) intersected
with the set y = 0 is the union of the sets T^(e,r), n > 1, with the two
points (ir, 0), corresponding to the abnormal geodesies, and all the points
deduced using the symmetry S : (x,z) |—> (—x, —z). It can be drawn with
the help of Proposition 2.7 where the geodesies are parametrized by elliptic
functions. A magnifying glass on the singularity (—r, 0) is given by the
previous asymptotic expansions. Inspection of Fig. 1 shows that the sphere
S(0, r) intersected with y = 0 is the closed curve enclosing the domain
Un<r W(0> ri) r\{y = 0) (each point of the interior of this domain is the
end point of a geodesic of length < r). When e ^ 0, both curves rf (e, r)
are distinct and the sphere S(0, r) is the union of ±Ff'(e,r) with (±r, 0),
where o~' = — sign (e). When e = 0, both curves are the same. We represent
below the wave front in the flat and nonflat case.

In the flat case each point P distinct from (±r, 0) of the trace of the wave
front on y = 0 is the endpoint of two distinct geodesies, one corresponding
to a = +1 and another corresponding to a = — 1. In particular the cut
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Numerical simulations.

Fig. 1

locus is ±rf. In the nonflat case s =£ 0, this is no longer true. The plane
y — 0 contains no cut point. Nevertheless each point of T%n is the end point
of two distinct geodesies. It is easy to see that this property is a geometric
consequence of the integrability property of the geodesic flow and can be
generalized to many situations.

The wave front is ramified at the two points (±r, 0) which are the end-
points of the abnormal geodesies of length r. For the branches in the do-
main z > 0 the singularity is in the analytic category at (r,0) and not
semi-analytic at (—r, 0).

Formula (3.14) gives us the contact of ff with the line z = 0 and the
respective position of both curves. Relation (3.8) gives us the contact of T*
with the line z — 0.

We end this section by the following result which is a direct consequence
of our analysis.

§ 3.9. Theorem. For each ηe 6 R, the sphere of small radius is not sub-
analytic.
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Proof. Using Proposition 3.6, the trace of the sphere on the plane y = 0 is
not semi-analytic. In the plane semi- and sub-analytic sets are the same.
Hence the sphere is not sub-analytic.

§ 3.10. Remark: Pfaffian sets. We can write near (—r, 0) the graph z
as the projection in the (X, z) plane of the set in R3 defined by the following
relations:

where z is an analytic function of the two variables X and w is a solution
of the Pfaffian equation X2dw — wdX = 0.

Hence the graph of z near (—r, 0) is a sub-Pfaffian set. More precisely it
belongs to the class defined in [4], [9].

4. CONCLUSION: GENERAL CASE

The main motivation of this article is to show that we cannot expect to
get in the general Martinet case a more regular sphere than in the flat case.
In particular the persistence of the non-sub-analyticity is somehow obvious.
In our analysis it is clearly identified as the following nonproperness prop-
erty: when k —> 1, there exist geodesies whose y coordinate oscillates with a
period 4K tending to infinity. Indeed y behaves like the angular velocity of
an oscillating pendulum near a separatrix. This is also clear in the frame-
work of the analytic geometry. When computing the representation of the
sphere intersected with y = 0 as a graph z = h(x), both x, z admit singu-
larities which cannot be compensated as in the Puiseux situation. All this
analysis can be generalized to many situations, and a more subtle difficulty
is to control the complexity of the asymptotic expansions.

If the non-sub-analyticity is persistent it is also clear that the generic
sphere is more complex. In particular we can expect to construct a one-
parameter deformation of the flat case in which the coefficients of the flat
part of the graph of z are not even continuous with respect to the parameter;
see the discussion in Subsec. 3.7. If we deal with the class of metrics g =
a(y)dx1 + c ( y ) d y 1 where the set of normal geodesies is integrable, it can
be proved that the graph belongs to the extension of the sub-analytic set
defined in [4], [9].

Another interesting tool used in this article is elliptic functions. They are
manipulated like trigonometric functions in the contact case, to represent
the trace of the wave front on the Martinet plane. Also they are adequate
to compute the conjugate and cut loci, and the sphere. This computation
is beyond the scope of this article.
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This work is only an introduction to the generic Martinet case which
shall be analyzed in a forthcoming article. Unfortunatly the complexity of
the computations becomes extreme.

In particular we must combine mathematical and numerical methods,
using the package of elliptic functions in Mathematica.
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